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About HWAM
HWAM A/S is one of Denmark’s largest
manufacturers of architect designed, eco friendly
wood-burning stoves. For more than 45 years,
HWAM A/S has designed and manufactured
modern high quality wood-burning stoves for
homes of all kinds – initially under the name of
ABC Pejse Industri A/S, and today under the
HWAM A/S.
We take pride in our artisanship, which is evident
when you stand close to the crackling fire
behind the stove’s clear glass pane. Our passion
for design, innovation and quality, as well as our
attention to detail, stand out clearly when looking
at our stoves.
We focus a lot on ease of use, so it is easy to light
the wood-burning stove in order to spread warmth
and joy in your home. We are equally concerned
with our surroundings and the environmental
risk of improper firing practices. This risk is significantly reduced with both HWAM® and WIKING®
stoves, which all feature either HWAM® Autopilot™ or WIKING® Automatic™ combustion system
to optimize the combustion – for the benefit of
both you and the environment.

* Compared to a similar wood-burning stove without HWAM® SmartControl™

Our combustion system, HWAM® SmartControl™, which
fits most of our HWAM® stoves, takes the technology
one step further by minimizing firewood consumption by
up to 50%*.
Since the beginning of humanity, generations have
gathered around a fire – from the stone-age fires to
the candles of modern homes. And the warmth of a
fire continues to unite people and spread comfort
and enjoyment all over the world. Development
and production still take place in Hørning Denmark,
where it all began back in 1973.
HWAM is Danish artisanship at its best.

From dream
to stove
The history of HWAM A/S is the story of a man
who combined hard work, great drive and skilled
employees to turn his big dream into reality. In 1973,
Vagn Hvam Pedersen decided to start his own company.
As a qualified blacksmith, he felt that the time had
come for him to begin shaping his life with his own
hands. Fate had decided that Vagn would meet an
architect and cabinetmaker Anders Fasterholdt, and
it turned out that the two of them shared a common
interest: wood-burning stoves. So, Vagn found the
partnership and the product which would shape the
future of his company. Initially under the name of
ABC Pejse Industri A/S, later under the brand name
of HWAM.
In 2019, HWAM A/S enters a partnership with
French SEGUIN Group, as co-owner. HWAM A/S
remains under Danish management with Stefan
Hvam Pedersen as the CEO. Today, HWAM A/S
has a dealer network covering all of Europe.
Add to this, importers in a wide range of countries.

Aymeric de Galembert and Stefan Hvam Pedersen

Eco friendly heat
When choosing a HWAM wood-burning stove, you
can heat up your living room with a clear conscience.
Burning of wood is a CO2 neutral process. The wood
simply releases the same amount of CO2 that it would
if it were decomposing naturally on the forest floor.
When you fire in a HWAM stove, the chimney lets out
mainly water vapour which has only a minimal impact
on the environment. This is the result of years of
development to ensure that our wood-burning stoves
are highly efficient, utilising nearly all the energy in
the wood.
At HWAM, we only develop wood-burning stovesthat
meet the most rigorous standards, and since 1973 we
more than satisfy EU’s requirements on particulate
matter emissions. However, to ensure a minimum impact on the environment, the wood-burning stove must
be fired properly. All HWAM and WIKING wood-burning
stoves are equipped with a HWAM® Autopilot™ or
WIKING® Automatic™ combustion system respectively
– a small bimetallic spring that auto-matically regulates
the combustion air, thereby optimizing the combustion
and increasing the longevity of the firewood.

We are constantly committed to making our woodburning stoves more efficient and eco friendly.
Therefore, HWAM’s wood-burning stoves are
subjected to comprehensive, regular testing to determine their performance in different conditions and at
different temperatures and combustion speeds. This
is to ensure that the wood-burning stovescomply with
our rigorous environmental demands in any situation
– imaginable as well as unimaginable. We uphold this
strict testing regime to ensure that our wood-burning
stoves offer the maximum benefit for you with a minimum impact on the environment.
A HWAM wood-burning stove is the obvious choise to
satisfy both you and the environment.

Intelligent stoves
HWAM® SmartControl™ is an electronic air control
system developed in collaboration with DTU (Denmarks
Technical University) to help you achieve the cleanest
possible combustion. An optimal and clean combustion
requires the right amount of wood and air, as well as
the right temperature. This is very diﬃcult to achieve
manually. HWAM® SmartControl™ controls the process
for you, whereby you automatically achieve the best
possible combustion every time.

Light the fire as usual - without having to control the air
supply yourself, as HWAM® SmartControl™ helps you all
the way. If you want to change the room temperature,
you simply adjust it via your smartphone. When it is
time to restoke, you will receive a notification.
It does not get any easier than this.

1

Light the ﬁre as usual

2

Set the desired room temperature on your smartphone

3

Receive a notiﬁcation when it is time to restoke

Danish design
When design meets function something unique is
created. It is diﬃcult to describe in words. It must be
seen, touched and experienced. HWAM A/S has a
long tradition of working together with talented Danish
designers. The combination of their sense of aesthetics
and detail and the knowhow of our experts results in
functional handicraft.
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The development of a HWAM® wood-burning stove
always starts with the design, after which the construction
process begins.
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Danish all the way
A wood-burning stovefrom HWAM® is a fine example of a
classic Danish product. It represents Danish artisanship,
Danish design, and Danish innovation combined to form a
higher unity. Our wood-burning stoves are manufactured
in Denmark based on the belief that we can create the
best product here without compromising on quality.
HWAM® wood-burning stoves are designed by renowned
architects and furniture designers to ensure that the
products are both properly proportioned and pleasing
to the eye. In close cooperation, we create a wealth of
unique details which place HWAM®’s wood-burning
stoves in a league of their own. The wood-burning stoves
are simple, stylish and timeless in their design and will fit
into any classic or modern home in any part of the world.

Our engineers have prepared the drafts and the products
for production, and all are manufactured at our high-tech
production facility in Hørning, Denmark.
More than 45 years of experience guarantees the quality
of our work in making the best stoves, which is evident
throughout the process, from the very first design sketches
to the fitting of stove.
HWAM is Danish all the way.

www.hwam.com
Nydamsvej 53
DK-8362 Hørning

